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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This report presents the data collection instruments (questionnaires and interview guide)
developed within the HYACINTH project for studying public and stakeholder awareness and
acceptance of FCH technologies across the EU.
The primary aim of the project is to assess levels of awareness, understanding and acceptance
of hydrogen and fuel cell technologies in the general public in seven European countries:
Belgium, France, Germany, Norway, Slovenia, Spain and United Kingdom. A questionnaire
survey has been specifically designed for this aim.
The secondary objective of the project is to understand stakeholders’ views on FCH
technologies. To this aim, a study based on a mixed-methods approach combining a
questionnaire survey and qualitative interviews has been developed.
This report contains the questionnaires and the interview guide developed for studying public
and stakeholder acceptance of FCH technologies. The report is structured as follows:


Questionnaire for the survey on public acceptance and awareness of FCH applications



Questionnaire for the survey on stakeholder acceptance and awareness of FCH
applications



Interview guide for the qualitative study on stakeholder acceptance and awareness of
FCH applications

Further information on the methodological design of the studies can be found in Deliverable
3.1. Examples of the online implementation of the questionnaires are provided in the report.
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1. QUESTIONNAIRE FOR THE GENERAL PUBLIC SURVEY
Following the research design established in Deliverable 3.1, a specific questionnaire was
developed by the research team to assess the levels of public awareness, understanding and
acceptance of hydrogen and fuel cell technologies and applications. The questionnaire was
structured in the following sections: i) baseline questions; ii) awareness, familiarity, affects and
beliefs; iii) evaluation of consequences; iv) global attitude, acceptance, preference and
support; v) trust; vi) other questions.

1.1.

Design of the questionnaire

The questionnaire included items specifically developed by the research team to measure the
various dimensions of the public acceptance of energy technologies (Huijts, Molin and Steg,
2012) as well as a selection of items from previous studies on public acceptance of hydrogen
and fuel cell technologies and other energy technologies in different countries (Achterberg,
Houtman, van Bohemen, & Manevska, 2010; Best-waldhober & Daamen, 2006a; Huijts, De
Groot, Molin, and van Wee, 2013; Huijts, Molin, and Steg, 2012; Midden & Huijts, 2009; Truett
& Schmoyer, 2008). Table 1 gives an overview of the dimensions considered.
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500 respondents

500 respondents

Introduction to the study

Evaluation of problems

Awareness and uninformed evaluation of HFC technologies

Background information on HFC technologies

Background information on
residential FC

Background information on
HFC vehicles

Awareness, emotions,
perceived costs and benefits

Awareness, emotions,
perceived costs and benefits

Evaluation of consequences

Evaluation of consequences

Preference, acceptance and
support

Preference, acceptance and
support

Other questions: trust, pro-environmental self-identity, engagement
with technological issues and life-styles

Figure 1: Summary of the design of the questionnaire

Sections ii, iii and iv constitute the core of the questionnaire and included a number of items
designed to measure awareness, familiarity, affects, perception of benefits and costs,
evaluation of consequences, attitude, acceptance and support regarding the two specific
applications. More details of these analytical dimensions are provided in Table 1.
1.1.1. Baseline questions
All participants were first asked to evaluate a number of problems regarding energy,
environmental and technological issues in terms of importance for their country. After this
question, participants received a brief introduction about the study. It was explained to
participants that governments and companies around the world are developing alternative
methods of energy production such as hydrogen fuel cell technologies as well as that it was
therefore necessary to study the evaluation of the public concerning these applications.
After this information, participants were asked to report their level of awareness, familiarity
and initial (uninformed) evaluation of hydrogen and fuel cell technologies.
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Table 1: Dimensions included in the study and illustrative studies
Dimension
Awareness

Familiarity
Experience
Affect

Evaluation of
consequences
Global
attitude
Acceptance
and support

Trust
Other variables

Definition
Degree to which individuals are conscious,
know, have heard of specific technologies or
developments
Subjective knowledge and familiarity with the
technology
Direct personal contact with hydrogen
applications
Degree in which the technology
generates various emotions in
participants
Degree in which individuals consider
potential consequences an advantage
or a disadvantage
Personal evaluation of the technology

Degree in which the individual accepts
and supports (attitudinal and
behavioural acceptance) further
developments in the technology.
Support for local infrastructures
Trust in industry and governments to make
good decisions and to succeed
Involvement and identity in energy and
environmental issues
Lifestyles
Sociodemographic data

Studies
Zimmer and Welke
(2012)
DOE survey
Zimmer and Welke
(2012)
Midden and
Huijts, 2009
De BestWaldhober
et al., 2008
De BestWaldhober
et al., 2008
Achterberg,
2014
Huijts
(2012)
Midden and Huijts,
2009
Axsen et al. (2012);
Whitmarsh & O’Neill,
(2010)

1.1.2. Awareness, familiarity, affects and beliefs
After the baseline questions, participants in the study were split into Group A and Group B.
Participants in Group A (around 500 participants) evaluated stationary fuel cells for home use.
Participants in Group B (around 500 participants) evaluated FCH vehicles (see Figure 1).
In each group, and before being asked the first questions, participants received neutral
information regarding: a) hydrogen and fuel cells in general; b) fuel cells for residential use or
hydrogen fuel cell vehicles. This information was aimed at providing participants with the
basics of hydrogen and fuel cell technologies and of the two specific applications. These
informative texts were elaborated based on information collected through a number of
reports and informative webpages and reviewed by various experts in the consortium.
After receiving the information about the specific application, participants were asked to
answer a number of questions to measure their level of awareness and familiarity with the
specific application, their affects regarding the application and the perceived costs, risks and
benefits. Affects and beliefs were measured by a Likert scale of responses to various
questionnaire items.
25/05/2016
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1.1.3. Evaluation of consequences
Participants were then provided with information regarding some of the potential
consequences of the implementation of the specific FCH application. Each of the consequences
was related to one potential benefit/cost of the application. This information was carefully
designed and reviewed by experts in the consortium. Participants were then asked to rate
each of the consequences in a scale from 1 to 5 (from very negative to very positive).
The main objective of this exercise was to allow for an informed evaluation of the application
by the participants. The exercise was based on the Information Choice Questionnaire (Bestwaldhober & Daamen, 2006b).
1.1.4. Global attitude, acceptance, preference and support
After the evaluation of the consequences, participants answered a number of questions
regarding their global attitude towards the application, their level of acceptance and support
(including willingness to install/buy) and their preference for the application as compared to a
number of alternative technologies. Various specific items were included to measure
acceptance and support. Questions regarding acceptance of potential hydrogen fuel cell
infrastructures were also included in this section
1.1.5. Trust
After the section on acceptance and support, four questions were included in the
questionnaire to measure levels of trust in industry and governments (1) to make good
decisions about hydrogen technologies and (2) to solve possible problems and succeed in
implementing hydrogen technologies safely and in a responsible way.
1.1.6. Other questions
A final section in the questionnaire included questions regarding environmental self-identity
(Whitmarsh & O’Neill, 2010), involvement with issues regarding energy technologies and
lifestyles (Axsen et al., 2012).
The questionnaire has been developed in English and translated into the following languages:
French, German, Spanish, Slovenian, Belgian Dutch – Flemish – and Norwegian (nordsk).
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1.2.

Questionnaire

Demographic questions
S1) Are you male or female?

Male∖ Female

S2) How old are you?

____ years

S3) Region:

North East
North West
Yorkshire & Humber
East Midlands
West Midlands
East of England
Greater London
South East
South West
Wales
Scotland
Northern Ireland

S4) What is the highest level of
education that you have
completed?

Did not graduate from high school
High school graduate
Some college or 2-year college degree
4-year college degree
Postgraduate degree

S5) Are you?

S6) Size of place of residence



A student



Employed



Self-employed



Unemployed



Retired

<2,000 inhabitants
2,000-20,000
20,001-199,000
200,000-1,000,000
> 1,000,000
Don’t know
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S7) Do you work in energy
and/or environmental issues?
Filter: show question only if S5
code 2 or 3

Yes/No

S8) How would you describe
your household’s current
income?

1. Finding it very difficult to live on current income
2. Finding it difficult to live on current income
3. Coping on current income
4. Living comfortably on current income
5. Living very comfortably on current income

S9) Counting yourself, how
many people live in your
household?

25/05/2016
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General questions
Evaluation of
problems

Q1. How would you rate the following problems in
terms of importance for your country?

Q1_1. The need to improve energy security by
being less dependent on fuel imports from other
countries
Q1_2. The need to reduce the greenhouse gas
emissions that cause climate change
Q1_3. The need to reduce local air pollution in
urban areas

Scale 1-5:



Not important (1)



Slightly important (2)



Moderately Important
(3)



Important (4)



Very important (5)

Q1_4. The need to create opportunities for
#national#(UK: British; county specific) industries
to increase their capability to provide innovative
technologies

Why this study?

The search for alternative methods of energy supply and use has lead governments and companies to
develop a portfolio of energy technologies (such as solar, wind, and geothermal energy) and energy
solutions for transportation, like next generation biofuels, advanced batteries for electric vehicles, and
hydrogen fuel cell technologies.

Among these potential solutions to future energy challenges, here we are focusing on hydrogen fuel
cell technologies. These have various possible end-uses, such as for electricity and heat generation;
automobiles, buses and other vehicles; and portable electronics.

It is possible that you may not know much about hydrogen fuel cell technologies at the moment, but it
is important that we get to know public opinion at an early stage, so this can be taken into account in
the design of future products and infrastructures.

25/05/2016
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Construct
Awareness

Item
Q2. Before participating in this study,
had you ever heard of hydrogen fuel
cell technologies in the context of
energy production?

Scale


Yes (1)



No (2)



Not at all familiar – You know nothing
about hydrogen and fuel cell
technologies (1)



Slightly familiar – You’ve heard about
hydrogen and fuel cell technologies, read
an article or watched a television feature
about the technology, or participated in
a casual conversation about the
technology (2)



Familiar – You’ve had limited experience
with hydrogen and fuel cell technologies,
researched the subject for school, work,
or personal interest, or learned about
the technology in a class or workshop (3)



Very familiar – You consider yourself an
expert in hydrogen and fuel cell
technologies (4)

If Q2=2 (NO) skip Q3, go to Q4
Familiarity
FILTER: IF Q2=1
(YES)

Construct
Initial
evaluation

25/05/2016

Q3. Please rate your familiarity with
hydrogen and fuel cell
developments. Are you...?

Item
Q4. Overall, how do you feel about
hydrogen fuel cell technologies as a
possible solution for energy and
environmental challenges?

Scale
Scale 1 to 5


Very bad solution (1)



Bad (2)



Neutral (3)



Good (4)



Very good solution (5)
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Background information on hydrogen
Over the last decades, hydrogen (H2) has gained increasing attention as a fuel and for energy storage.
Governments and companies across Europe are devoting efforts to the development and
implementation of fuel cells for power generation and residential heating and fuel cell vehicles (FCVs).
The main reasons for this include the need to reduce air pollution in towns and cities and to reduce
reliance on fossil fuels.

Photo: H2, the chemical formula for hydrogen gas

A hydrogen fuel cell is an electrochemical device (like a battery) that combines hydrogen and oxygen to
produce electricity. Fuel cells and batteries are similar because they use a chemical reaction to provide
electricity. But fuel cells differ from batteries in that they produce electricity whilst batteries only store
electricity. Small fuel cells can power devices such as phones or laptops, while larger fuel cells can
provide energy for homes, buildings, industry as well as to power vehicles.

A fuel cell will produce electricity as long as it has a fuel supply (hydrogen). Although hydrogen is the
most common of all elements in the universe, energy has to be used to generate hydrogen. Hydrogen
can be produced from any primary energy source. Currently, most hydrogen is produced from natural
gas. But also wind power can be used to separate hydrogen from water. The hydrogen then acts as a
store of energy that can be transported and used in different ways. In other words, hydrogen is not an
energy source but an energy carrier.

25/05/2016
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[Application A: half of the sample]
We would like to know your views on home hydrogen fuel cells. But, please, first let us know…
Q5. The type of house you are currently
living in

Q6. Is this #pipe in answer text from Q5#
(Detached House, Semi-detached House, Terraced
House or Flat/ Apartment) your own or rent?

Q7. What type of heating system provides most of
your heat and hot water?



Detached House



Semi-detached House



Terraced House



Flat/Apartment [see filter]



Own



Renting it



Other situation



Natural gas



Electricity from the national grid



Other, please specify:____________

Home hydrogen fuel cells

For many years, electricity has mostly been generated in large-scale power stations. However with the
increasing use of renewable energy, power is being generated with smaller and more numerous
devices. Stationary fuel cells are another example of this trend. When located in the home, they allow
households to generate part of the electricity and heat they require. As fuel cells are very efficient and
can generate electricity from gas, they can reduce the amount of gas that a household needs to buy
and eliminate the need to buy electricity.

About the size of a washing machine and powered by fuel cell technology, these fuel cell applications
can be installed in a home utility room. The fuel cell system is connected to the normal gas supply and
hot water unit, and then to the homes heating and electricity system. Hydrogen is generated from the
home’s natural gas supply and is fed to the fuel cell.

Stationary fuel cells can be also installed in buildings such as apartment blocks, to provide central heat
and electricity to households. So far, large capacity fuel cells are utilized in some countries for schools,
hospitals, and other energy-intensive facilities. But multi-family residential buildings represent a new
opportunity for fuel cell technology because of their ability to continually provide electricity and heat.
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Photo: BlueGen fuel cell installed in a Sheffield home (Source: CFCL)

Photo: Fuel cell technology in a compact system converts natural gas, propane, and eventually
biofuels—into both electricity and heat

Construct
Awareness

Item
Q8. Had you ever heard (before this questionnaire) of
hydrogen fuel cell applications for home use?

Scale


No, not at all (1)



Yes, a little bit (2)



Yes, I know quite a
few things about
them (3)



Yes, I know quite a lot
about these
applications (4)

If you would like to re-read the background
information please click on the info button
This button will be shown on each of the following
pages.

Construct
Affect:
items random

25/05/2016

Item
Q9. To what extent does this technology evoke the
following feelings in you, if at all?

Scale
Scale 1 to 5 for each
affect



Worry



Not at all (1)



Aversion



Not really (2)



Hope



A little (3)



Interest



Somewhat (4)



Very much (5)
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Construct

Item

Perceived costs,
risks and benefits
(perceived
effects)

Q10. What are your expectations with respect to this
technology?

Scale
Scale 1 to 5 + don’t
know option

I expect that it would…
Slider

items
randomized

•

Cost too much to install –have acceptable costs

•

Cost too much to run— be affordable to run

•

Be very inconvenient (in terms of noise, vibration,
specific location) –very convenient

•

Have a very negative--very positive effect on the
environment

•

Require a high frequency of maintenance—low
frequency of maintenance

•

Be very dangerous--very safe

•

Be inconvenient to use--user friendly

Construct
Evaluation of
consequences

Q11: items
random

Item

Scale

The following pages will show few possible consequences
of hydrogen and fuel cell technologies.

For each
consequence:

It would be very interesting for us to know your opinion
about these.

Scale from 1 to 5
Very negative (1) —
Not important (3) —
Very positive (5)

(See text in Annex).

Q11. Do you consider this consequence as…?
Q12. If you would you like to add any other potential
consequence, please add it and indicate its importance:

Construct
Global attitude

Item
Q13. Taking into account all the information, what is your
overall evaluation of hydrogen fuel cell stationary home
applications as a heating and electricity source?

Scale
Scale 1-5:
Very bad (1)
Bad (2)
Neutral (3)
Good (4)
Very good (5)
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Construct

Item

Preference over
other
technologies

items randomized

Q14. How would you rate the following
technologies to heat the home compared to
hydrogen fuel cell systems:

Compared to hydrogen fuel cell systems, I think


Electric heat pumps are…



Ground source heat pumps are…



Solar thermal are…



Gas boilers are…



Biomass boilers are…

Construct

Wording item
other

(1-3 scale)


a worse option (1)



about the same (2)



a better option(3)



I don’t know

Item

Acceptance and
support

Construct

Scale

Scale

Q15. Imagine that you are considering replacing
your current heating system. How likely, if at all,
would you be to install a hydrogen fuel cell
system as a heating and electricity source?

Scale 1-5 (very unlikely -very
likely)


Very unlikely (1)



Unlikely (2)



Possible (3)



Likely (4)



Very likely (5)

Item
[filter If answered very unlikely or
unlikely]Q16. Why is this? Please
check all that apply:

Scale
(multiresponse)
 I think fuel cells applications for
residential use are not a yet mature
technology
 I would prefer to invest in traditional
systems of electricity and heat generation
for (e.g. natural gas)
 The hydrogen fuel cells described here
rely on fossil fuel
 I would prefer to invest in renewable
forms of electricity and heat generation
for my home (e.g. solar thermal,
photovoltaics; biomass boiler)
 I think the price of installing a fuel cell will
be too high for my budget
 other: ___________________

25/05/2016
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Construct
Acceptance

Construct
Intention to
install and
support of
government
interventions

Item

Scale

[filter: only those leaving in a flat in Q5]

Scale 1 to 5.

Q17. Imagine you could vote in your homeowners
association on placing a hydrogen fuel cell station at
your building, would you vote in favour of it, or against
it?

1 - I would definitely
vote against the
proposal to 5 - I would
definitely vote in favour
of the proposal.

Item
Q18. To what extent do you agree with the following
statements?

Q18_1. All else equal (price, comfort, maintenance
cost, etc.), I would be happy to have a hydrogen fuel
cell unit in my home in future
Q18_2. Public funding should be used to subsidize
the purchase price of the fuel cell system

Scale
Scale 1-5 (totally disagreetotally agree)


Strongly disagree (1)



Disagree (2)



Undecided (3)



Agree (4)



Strongly agree (5)

Finally, a group of fuel cells can act as an integrated fuel cell power plant to generate power and heat
for homes, business and industries. About the size of a home, a fuel cell power plant is composed of a
collection of various box-shaped fuel cell modules. As stated above, these are usually fuelled by natural
gas and can be installed close to customers (industrial parks and houses). Hydrogen produced with
renewable energy is also possible. A typical fuel cell power plant can have a combined capacity of 15
megawatts: enough to power about 15,000 homes.

Photo: Many fuel cells, like these FuelCell Energy units, can run on natural gas or biogas

Construct
Awareness/
familiarity

Item
Q19. Are you aware of any specific installation of this
kind in your region?

Scale


Yes (1)



No (2)

If you would like to re-read the background
information please click on the info button
This button will be shown on each of the following
pages
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Construct

Items

Perceived costs,
risks and benefits
(perceived effects)

Q20. What are your expectations with respect to this
technology?
•

be built at too high costs--acceptable costs

•

have a very negative—very positive effect on the
reliability of the electricity distribution system

items randomized

•

have a very negative--very positive effect on the
environment

•

be very dangerous--very safe,

•

be very bad--very good for the local economy

•

have a very negative--very positive effect on the
health of people living nearby.

Acceptance

25/05/2016

Scale 1 to 5 + don’t
know option

I expect that fuel cell power plants would…

Slider

Construct

Scale

Item
Q21. If you could vote in your town on placing a fuel
cell power plant at your nearest energy plant, would
you vote in favour of it, or against it?’

Scale
Scale 1 to 5
1 - I would definitely
vote against the
technology to 5 - I
would definitely vote in
favour of the
technology.
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[Application B: half of the sample]
We would like to know your views on hydrogen fuelled vehicles.
But, please, first let us know…
Q5b. For the most part of the year, how
often do you use? For Car---Public
transport—Bicycle (table form)



Every day or nearly every day



2-5 days a week



Once a week



1-3 times a month



Less often than that



Never

Fuel-cell hydrogen vehicles

Fuel cell hydrogen vehicles use hydrogen gas to power an electric motor. Unlike conventional vehicles
which run on gasoline or diesel, fuel cell vehicles combine hydrogen and oxygen on a fuel cell to produce
electricity, which runs an electric motor.

Unlike battery-powered electric vehicles, fuel cell vehicles create electricity in an onboard fuel cell,
usually using stored hydrogen (from a refuelling hydrogen station) and oxygen from the air.

Fuel-cell hydrogen cars have to be refilled with hydrogen from a filling station. Refuelling a fuel cell
vehicle is comparable to refuelling a conventional car. It takes less than 10 minutes to fill current models.
Once filled, the driving ranges of a fuel cell vehicle vary, but are expected to be around 450 km.

Although a few automakers currently offer FCEVs, today, every major car manufacturer has some sort of
fuel-cell development programme or partnership in the works.

Photo: An hydrogen fuel-cell car leaves an hydrogen fuelling station
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Photo: Arrival of First Hydrogen Buses in Aberdeen Project

Construct
Awareness

Item

Scale


No, not at all (1)



Yes, a little bit (2)


information please click on the info button
This button will be shown on each of the
following pages

Yes, I know quite a
few things about that
(3)



Yes, I know quite a lot
about this subject (4)

Q7b. Have you ever got on a…



No, never (1)



I had a ride once (2)



I had a ride several
times (3)



I frequently use one
(4).

Q6b. Had you ever heard (before this
questionnaire) of hydrogen fuel cell vehicles?

If you would like to re-read the background

Experience



Hydrogen fuel cell car?



Hydrogen fuel cell bus?

Construct
Affect
items randomized

25/05/2016

Item
Q8b. To what extent does thinking about
hydrogen fuel cell vehicles evoke the following
feelings to you?

Scale
Scale 1 to 5 for each
affect


Not at all (1)



Worry



Not really (2)



Aversion



A little (3)



Hope



Somewhat (4)



Interest



Very much (5)
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Construct

Item

Perceived costs, risks
and benefits
(perceived effects)

Q9b. What are your expectations with respect
to hydrogen fuel cell cars?

items randomized



be environmentally friendly – be
environmentally harmful



have sufficient range – don’t have a
sufficient range



be easy – not easy to refuel / recharge



be safe to drive – not safe to drive



be reliable – unreliable



be economically affordable – economically
not affordable



make my life easier – wouldn’t make my
life easier

I expect that they would…

Construct
Evaluation of
consequences

Scale
Scale 1-5

Add don’t know option

Item

Scale

The following pages will show few possible
consequences of hydrogen and fuel cell technologies.

For each
consequence:

It would be very interesting for us to know your
opinion about these.

Scale from 1 to 5
Very negative (1) —
Not important (3) —
Very positive (5)

Q10b: items random
(See text in Annex).
Q10b. Do you consider this consequence as…
Q11b. If you would you like to add any other
potential advantage or disadvantage, please add it
and indicate its importance:

Construct
Global attitude

Item
Q12b. Taking into account the information above,
what is your overall evaluation of hydrogen fuel
cell cars?

Scale
Scale 1 to 5.
 Very bad (1)
 Bad (2)
 Neutral (3)
 Good (4)
 Very good (5)
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Construct
Preference over other
technologies

Item

Scale

Q13b.

(1-3 scale)

How would you rate the following types of cars
compared to hydrogen fuel cell cars?



a better option (1)



about the same (2)

Compared to hydrogen fuel cell cars, I think …



a worse positive
option (3)



Conventional cars are…



Hybrid cars are…



Full electric cars are…

Add don’t know option

Compressed natural gas (CNG) or
liquefied natural gas (LNG) cars are…

Construct
Acceptance and
support

Item
Q14b. Imagine that you are considering
replacing your car or that you need to
purchase a car. How likely, if at all, would you
be to purchase a hydrogen fuel cell car?

Q15b. [filter If answered very unlikely or
unlikely] Why is this so? Please check all that
apply:

25/05/2016

Scale
Scale 1-5 (very unlikely -very
likely)


Very unlikely (1)



Unlikely (2)



Possible (3)



Likely (4)



Very likely (5)

(multiresponse)


I think conventional cars
are for now a better
option



I think the price of
purchasing a fuel cell car
will be too high for my
budget



I think fuel cells vehicles
are not yet a mature
technology



I think having a fuel cell
vehicle will make my life
more difficult



I think full electric cars
are a better option



I can’t imagine buying a
car.



Other:
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Construct
Intention to buy and
support

Item

Scale

Q16b. To what extent do you agree with the
following statements?

Scale 1-5 (totally disagreetotally agree)

•



Strongly disagree (1)



Disagree (2)



Undecided (3)



Agree (4)



Strongly agree (5)

•

All else equal (cost, range, etc.), I would
like to purchase an hydrogen fuel cell car
in the future
Local municipalities should promote the
substitution of conventional buses for
hydrogen fuel-cell buses

Across Europe, plans are being announced to build hydrogen refuelling stations. A hydrogen station is
a storage or filling station for hydrogen. Intended to power hydrogen vehicles, they are usually located
along a road or highway. Hydrogen stations have several options. Some stations make their fuel onsite.
Others have hydrogen delivered as a liquid and others have hydrogen delivered as a gas. In both cases,
a tanker truck transfers the fuel to the retail site. Each type of station needs equipment for storing,
compressing and dispensing hydrogen.

Photo: Hydrogen station in Höchst, district of Frankfurt am Main, Germany.

Construct
Awareness/
familiarity

Item
Q17b. Are you aware of any hydrogen refuelling
station in your region?

Scale


Yes (1)



No (2)

If you would like to re-read the background
information please click on the info button
This button will be shown on each of the following
pages
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Construct

Items

Perceived costs,
risks and benefits
(perceived effects)

Q18b. What are your expectations with respect to this
technology?

Construct
Acceptance

Scale 1 to 5 + don’t
know option

I expect that hydrogen fuelling stations would:
•

have no use--be very useful for people

•

have a very negative--very positive effect on the
environment

•

be very dangerous--very safe,

•

be very bad--very good for the local economy

•

have a very negative--very positive effect on the
health of people living nearby.

Slider
Items randomized

Scale

Item
Q19b. If you could vote in your town on placing a
hydrogen fuel station at your nearest petrol station,
would you vote in favour of it, or against it?

Scale
Scale 1 to 5
1 - I would definitely
vote against it to 5 - I
would definitely vote in
favour of it.
Don’t know
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Other variables
Construct

Item

General trust

Scale

Q30. How much do you trust…

Scale 1 to 5

…the industry in your country:

1-not at all/5-very
much

•

(1) to make good decisions about hydrogen technologies?

•

(2) to solve possible problems and succeed in
implementing hydrogen technologies safely and in a
responsible way?

…the government in your country:

Construct

(1) to make good decisions about hydrogen technologies?

•

(2) to solve possible problems and succeed in
implementing hydrogen technologies safely and in a
responsible way?

Item

Pro-environmental
self-identity scale:

Scale

Q31. To what extent do you agree with the following
statements?

Scale 1-5 (totally
disagree-totally agree)



I think of myself as someone who is very concerned with
environmental issues



Strongly disagree (1)



Disagree (2)



I think of myself as an environmentally- friendly
consumer



Undecided (3)



I would be embarrassed to be seen as having an
environmentally- friendly lifestyle



Agree (4)



Strongly agree (5)

Items randomized

Construct

Item

Involvement with
issues regarding
energy
technologies:

Scale

Q32. To what extent do you agree with the following
statements?

Scale 1-5 (totally
disagree-totally agree)



I often read news/blogs, etc. about energy technology
issues



Strongly disagree (1)



Disagree (2)



I am very interested in the field of new energy
technologies



Undecided (3)



Technology will solve many environmental problems



Agree (4)



Strongly agree (5)

Items randomized

25/05/2016
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Construct

Item

Lifestyles

Q33. How often do you engage in each of the following
activities?

Scale
Scale 1 to 5


Never (1)



Rarely (2)



Developing your career



Occasionally (3)



Discussing or researching automobiles



Frequently (4)



Helping the environment



Very frequently (5)



Home remodelling or “fix-it” projects



Nature and the outdoors



Playing sports, recreation or exercise



Religious or spiritual practices



Researching or trying new technology



School, lectures or other education



Shopping



Socializing with other



Taking care of/spending time with family



Using the internet for fun or leisure



Volunteering or giving to charity



Watching TV or movies

Items randomized

[End text]
Many thanks for your time.
This questionnaire is part of the project HYACINTH - Hydrogen Acceptance in the Transition Phase,
funded by the FP7 Fuel cell Hydrogen Joint Undertaking (FCH JU). For more information on the
project, you can visit:
www.hyacinthproject.eu
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Annex: For evaluation of consequences

Stationary applications for residential use

They would reduce the need to purchase electricity from a power company
Combining the production of on-site local heat with local electricity generation to meet on-site energy
needs for both can save around 25% of the primary energy needed.

They would reduce CO2 emissions
A typical fuel cell micro combined heat and power system, using natural gas as the hydrogen source
and comprising a fuel cell unit, peak load boiler and hot water tank, can reduce CO 2 emissions by up to
50% compared to the separate generation of heat and power.

High initial capital costs
As of December 2012, Panasonic and Tokyo Gas Co., Ltd. sold Ene-Farm units (full cell units that
convert natural gas to heat and electricity) in Japan for a price of around 20,000 € before installation.

House space requirements
Installing a domestic fuel cell micro-CHP system requires around 0.65 m2 (about the size of fridge
freezer).

It will reduce the cost of producing energy
Operating costs for home fuel cells can be as low as 10 cents per kWh for electricity. Residential
systems are advertised by their manufacturers as reducing household bills by 450-1,000 euros per year.

Similar risks to other fuels
Like any other fuel, hydrogen poses risks if not properly handled. Some of the properties of hydrogen
make it potentially less hazardous than natural gas, petrol and diesel, while other characteristics make
it more dangerous in particular situations. Specific precautions, such as good venting, need to be in
place for hydrogen just as for many other fuels.

25/05/2016
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Hydrogen fuel cell vehicles

They would reduce the need for petroleum
Fuel cell vehicles use hydrogen gas and oxygen to power an electric motor. As hydrogen can be
produced from a variety of domestic resources, hydrogen vehicles would reduce the need for
petroleum.

Lower CO2 emissions than conventional cars
When oxygen and hydrogen react, they produce only water and heat, making hydrogen vehicles "zeroemissions" vehicles (like battery-powered electric vehicles). Total CO2 emissions depend on the source
of energy used to produce the hydrogen. If solar, wind or other renewable resources generate the
electricity, hydrogen could be produced without any carbon emissions at all. If the electricity used to
produce hydrogen comes from natural gas, cars and buses cut emissions by over 30 percent when
compared with their gasoline-powered counterparts.

Price of fuel cell material
The cost of the vehicles powered by hydrogen is still a key issue. Platinum is one of the most commonly
used catalysts for fuel cells, but it is a very expensive and scarce resource. Initial pricing of Toyota Mirai,
for instance, has been set at 53,231 € (state incentives in some countries could reduce the price).

Price of hydrogen
Hydrogen fuel cars are, on a simple per km basis, cheaper to run than regular gasoline engines. Right
now, state-of-the-art hydrogen extraction from natural gas, pressurized and delivered to the customer,
costs, before taxes, less than 1 euro for a litre of gasoline equivalent.

Infrastructure needed
New infrastructure will be needed for hydrogen refuelling. Very few countries have more than 15
hydrogen filling stations operational and the network is only slowly growing. Interested drivers should
ensure they live near hydrogen refuelling stations.

Range
Current hydrogen cars have a range of around 450 km. This is a higher range than the majority of
Electric Vehicles in the market and a lower range as compared to the performance of diesel vehicles.

Safety issues
Hydrogen poses risks of the same order of magnitude as other fuels. In a collision in an open space, a
hydrogen fuel cell car should have less potential hazard than either natural gas or a gasoline vehicle. A
potential risk is a release in an enclosed home garage, where an accumulation of hydrogen could lead
to fire or explosion if no hydrogen detection or risk mitigation devices or measures are applied (such as
passive or active ventilation).
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1.3.

Online implementation

English version
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2. QUESTIONNAIRE FOR THE STAKEHOLDER SURVEY
As detailed in the Deliverable 3.1, the objectives of the survey with stakeholders are:


To identify stakeholders’ expectations about the future development of hydrogen fuel
cell applications, particularly the policy signals that influence the propensity of firms to
invest or not to invest and the decision-making of incumbents in the area;



To identify expectations about likely market development. The overall aim is thus to
understand stakeholder perceptions of hydrogen technologies, including how actors in
the innovation system perceive each other and the influence that this has on their
decision-making.

2.1.

Design of the questionnaire

Similarly to the study on public attitudes, the study with stakeholders focuses specifically on
two hydrogen fuel cell applications:


Fuel cell transport applications and related infrastructures and



Fuel cell stationary (residential) applications.

The questionnaire is made-up of 16 questions. Through the questionnaire, participants are
asked to provide their expectations about FCH applications, their perception of the main
challenges facing these applications and their overall attitude towards these applications.
Stakeholders are also asked about their views and expectations of other actors: participants
are asked about anticipated societal responses (including other stakeholders and the public).
This includes measures of expected familiarity, and acceptance for FCH technologies.
Data on stakeholders’ views on FCH applications will be collected online in five EU countries
(Germany, France, Slovenia, Spain and UK).
The questionnaire has been translated into the following languages: English, French, German,
Spanish and Slovenian.

25/05/2016
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2.2.

Questionnaire

Introduction
Thank you for agreeing to participate in this study on the social acceptance of Hydrogen Fuel Cells
applications in Europe. The survey forms part of a wider project that is being carried out by several
European research centres and financed by The Fuel Cells and Hydrogen Joint Undertaking (FCH JU).
The following questionnaire aims at collecting your views on fuel cells hydrogen technologies in general,
and of two specific applications. Most of the questions can be answered with only a single selection.
Where appropriate, a space is also provided for you to comment on the underlying reasons for your
responses. Please try to answer all questions, even though we do not expect you to have in depth
knowledge of all of them.
We assure you that your participation in the survey and your individual responses will be strictly
anonymous and confidential to the research team and will not be divulged to any outside party.

Profile
Country of
origin

Q1. Please indicate your
country of residence.

Belgium
France
Germany
Norway
Slovenia
Spain
United Kingdom
Other:___

Organization
type

Q2. Please indicate the type of
organization in which you work

Private company
Public company
Government organization
Education organization
Other non-profit organization
Other category:___

Years of
Involvement

Q3. How many years have you
been professionally involved in
Hydrogen and/or Fuel Cell
activities?

I am not directly involved in Hydrogen and/or Fuel
Cell activities
Less than 5 years
Between 5 and 10 years
11-20 years
More than 20 years

25/05/2016
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Areas of
Expertise

Q4. Which of the following best
describes your field of work or
expertise?
(Please check all that apply)

Research on hydrogen and/or Fuel Cells
Fuel cell developer or manufacturer
Hydrogen production
Professional services provider
Policy development and programme
administration
Car manufacturer / OEM
Systems integrator
Education, safety and training
Fuel cell user
Hydrogen storage
Service station operator
Supplier to developer or manufacturer
Commercialization support
Fuel cell distributor or agent
Hydrogen distribution
Other __________________

Market Focus

25/05/2016

Q5. In which hydrogen-related
application or market, if any,
are you mainly involved with in
your work?



I am not involved in any specific application



Small stationary (50KW or less)

(Please check all that apply)



Large stationary (more than 50KW)



Portable (including micro)



Mobile-Auxiliary power



Hydrogen production and fuelling
infrastructure



Mobile-primary power and drivetrain



Other, please add:_______
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General questions
Construct

Item

Initial
evaluation

Q6. Overall, how do you feel about hydrogen
fuel cell technologies as a possible solution
for energy and environmental challenges?

Construct

Scale 1 to 5


Very bad solution (1)



Bad (2)



Neutral (3)



Good (4)



Very good solution (5)



Don’t know

Item

Expectations

Scale

Q7. What are your expectations regarding the medium-term (510 years) market implementation of the following Hydrogen
Fuel Cell (FCH) applications in your country?

Construct



Q7_1. Small systems for micro combined heat and
power (m-CHP) for home operations



Q7_2. Small systems for micro combined heat and
power (m-CHP) for commercial and industrial
operations



Q7_3. Back-up power systems (e.g. for data centres
and telecommunications towers)



Q7_4. Large-scale systems for prime power or
combined heat and power (Fuel Cell power plants and
parks)



Q7_5. Hydrogen as a medium for storage of renewable
energy



Q7_6. Portable power applications (including micro)



Q7_7. Passenger cars, with refuelling stations



Q7_8. Buses, with refuelling stations

Scale 1-5
Very negative
(1)—very positive
(5)
Don’t know

Item

Acceptance and
support

Q8. To what extent do you agree with the following
statement?


25/05/2016

Scale

Governments and companies in my country should
support the transition to hydrogen technologies

Scale
Scale 1-5 (totally
disagree-totally
agree)
Don’t know
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Q9. In order to answer the following questions, please select the
application you would like to evaluate…[filter]

a)

Hydrogen Fuel Cell
stationary applications for
commercial and
residential use

b) Hydrogen Fuel Cell
Electric Vehicles with
refuelling stations

25/05/2016
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Application A. Hydrogen Fuel Cell (FCH) stationary applications
Data centres, banks, hospitals, grocery stores, telecom companies and government agencies are
adopting small stationary hydrogen fuel cells for various purposes (mainly for prime power solutions,
CHP and back-up power). Stationary fuel cells also allow households to generate part of the electricity
and heat they require, reducing the electricity and gas purchase from an electric power company.

Construct

Item

Familiarity

Q10. How would you rate your level
of professional familiarity with
stationary hydrogen fuel cell
applications? Are you...

Construct
Main
problems

Scale
•

Not at all familiar – You have no
professional experience with any
stationary FCH application

•

Slightly familiar –You have some
professional experience

•

Familiar – You have quite a lot of
professional experience

•

Very familiar – You consider yourself
an expert in one or more stationary
FCH applications

Item
Q11. How would you characterize the following challenges for
the deployment of hydrogen fuel cell stationary applications
in your country?

Scale
Scale 1 to 5 (1 = not at
all a challenge, 5 = very
serious challenge)

Please use a scale from 1 to 5 (1 = not at all a challenge, 5 =
very serious challenge)

25/05/2016

•

Technological maturity of the fuel cell system

•

Cost disadvantage (acquisition cost)

•

Cost disadvantage (use cost)

•

Safety (in your view, not as perceived by others)

•

Competition from alternative technologies

•

Achieving appropriate regulations, codes and standards

•

Production of hydrogen in a green, efficient and low-cost
way

•

Access to financial incentives

•

The current level of awareness among potential users

•

The current level of awareness and support by regulators

•

Others, please add:___________
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Construct
Preference

Item
Q12. To what extent do you agree with the following statements?
•

Stationary Fuel cells for CHP provide a distinct advantage over
incumbent electricity and heating systems (e.g. gas boilers,
electricity from the grid, etc.)

•

Stationary Fuel cells for CHP can compete with renewable
electricity and heat technologies (e.g. solar water heating,
biomass boilers)

•

Scale
Scale 1-5
(totally
disagreetotally agree)

Don’t know

Stationary Fuel cells for CHP provide a distinct advantage over
other types of CHP systems

Please add any further comments you wish to make
below__________

Construct
Enablers

Item
Q13. Please rate how strongly you agree with the following
statements:
•

Air quality regulations are key for H2FC market
development

•

Incentivising business models that enable the development
of an H2 distribution infrastructure is key for H2FC market
development

•

The specific fuel used for H2 supply (e.g. waste, renewable
energy, coal, natural gas, etc.) will probably have a
significant influence on public acceptance of FCHs

Scale
Scale 1-5 (totally
disagree-totally
agree)

Don’t know

Please add any further comments you wish to make
below__________

Construct
Support of
government
interventions

Item
Q14. To what extent do you agree with the following
statements?
•

Public funding should be used to fund research and
development on this technology

•

Public funding should be used to fund demonstration
projects with this technology

•

Public funding should be used to subsidise the purchase
price of the fuel cell system

Scale
Scale 1-5 (totally
disagree-totally
agree)

Please add any further comments you wish to make below_____
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Construct
Perspective of
other actors

Item

Scale

Q15. Thinking about your country, how would you rate the
level of familiarity with stationary applications among:

1-not at all familiar to
5-very familiar

•

Professionals in your same sector

•

Politicians and regulators

•

Research sector

•

Industrial/commercial end-users

•

General public

Q16. How would you rate the attitude of these actors
towards stationary applications?

25/05/2016

•

Professionals in your same sector and country

•

Politicians and regulators

•

Research sector

•

Industrial/commercial end-users

•

General public

+ don’t know option

1-not at all welcoming
to 5-very welcoming

+ don’t know option
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Application B. Hydrogen Fuel Cell Electric Vehicles
Although only a few automakers currently offer Fuel Cell Electric (FCE) passenger cars today, every
major car manufacturer has some sort of fuel-cell development programme or partnership in the
works. Fuel cell technology is also being utilized in buses: fuel cells have been used to power low
emissions buses in cities across Europe, the United States and Asia. Currently, more hydrogen fuelling
stations are being built to enable travel in FCEVs.

Construct

Item

Familiarity

Q10b. How would you rate your
level of professional familiarity with
Hydrogen Fuel Cell Electric Vehicles?
Are you...

Construct
Main
problems

Scale
•

Not at all familiar – You have no
professional experience with FCEV

•

Slightly familiar –You have some
professional experience

•

Familiar – You have quite a lot of
professional experience

•

Very familiar – You consider yourself
an expert in FCEV

Item
Q11b. How would you characterise the following challenges for
the deployment of hydrogen fuel cell Electric vehicles in your
country?
Please use a scale from 1 to 5 (1 = not at all a challenge, 5 = very
serious challenge)

25/05/2016

•

Technological maturity of the fuel cell system

•

Cost disadvantage (acquisition cost)

•

Cost disadvantage (use cost)

•

Safety (in your view, not as perceived by others)

•

Competition from alternative technologies

•

Achieving appropriate regulations, codes and standards

•

Installing a sufficient number of hydrogen refuelling points

•

Production of hydrogen in a green, efficient and low-cost
way

•

Access to financial incentives

•

The current level of awareness among potential users

•

The current level of awareness and support by regulators

•

Others, please add:___________

Scale
Scale 1 to 5 (1 = not
at all a challenge, 5 =
very serious
challenge)
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Construct

Item

To add specific
technical
questions

Q12b. To what extent do you agree with the following
statements?
•

We should encourage a shift to natural gas or biogas
for internal combustion engines, to help develop the
fuel supply infrastructure for H2FC

•

The specific fuel used for H2 supply (e.g. whether H2 is
generated by renewables) will probably have a
significant influence on public perception of H2FVs

Scale
Scale 1-5 (totally
disagree-totally
agree)

Please add any further comments you wish to make
below__________

Construct

Item

Preference over
other
technologies

Q13b. How would you rate hydrogen fuel-cell electric cars
as compared to:

Scale
(1-5 scale)

•

Gasoline cars

I think fuel cell
electric cars are a…

•

Diesel cars



Worse option (1)

•

Hybrid cars



•

Full electric cars

About the same
(3)

•

Compressed natural gas (CNG) or liquefied natural gas
(LNG) cars



Better option (5)

Please add any further comments you wish to make
below__________

Construct
Support of
government
interventions

Item
Q14b. To what extent do you agree with the following
statements?
•

Public funding should be used to fund research and
development on this technology

•

Public funding should be used to fund demonstration
projects with this technology

•

Public funding should be used to subsidize the
purchase price of the fuel cell vehicles

•

Public funding should be used to facilitate the
installation of a sufficient number of hydrogen
refuelling points

Scale
Scale 1-5 (totally
disagree-totally
agree)

Please add any further comments you wish to make below_

25/05/2016
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Construct
Perspective of
other actors

Item
Q15b. Thinking about your country, how would you rate
the level of familiarity with hydrogen fuel-cell electric
vehicles of…
•

Professionals in your same sector and country

•

Politicians and regulators

•

Research sector

•

Automotive sector

•

General Public

Q16b. How would you describe the attitude of these
actors towards hydrogen fuel-cell electric vehicles?
•

Professionals (colleagues) in your same sector and
country

•

Politicians and regulators

•

Research sector

•

Automotive sector

•

General public

Scale
1-not at all familiar
to 5-very familiar

+ don’t know option

1-not at all
welcoming to 5-very
welcoming

+ don’t know option

Would you like to add further comments on any of the answers given? ________________

Thank you for taking the time to complete this questionnaire.
This questionnaire is part of the project HYACINTH - Hydrogen Acceptance in the Transition Phase,
funded by the FP7 Fuel cell Hydrogen Joint Undertaking (FCH JU). For more information on the
project, you can visit:
www.hyacinthproject.eu
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2.3.

Online implementation

In English:
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In French:
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In German:
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In Spanish:
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In Slovenian:
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3. QUALITATIVE INTERVIEWS WITH STAKEHOLDERS

The objective of the qualitative study is to examine stakeholders’ views on hydrogen fuel cell
applications. The main goal of the study is to get a deeper understanding of the socio-political
and market acceptance of these applications.
Semi-structured interviews with members of various stakeholders groups will be carried out
around hydrogen and fuel cell projects (past or ongoing hydrogen pilot or demonstration
projects) in five EU countries (France, Germany, Slovenia, Spain and UK).
The protocol (next section) of the interviews reproduces the dimensions under study in the
questionnaire. The interviews will allow for a deeper analysis of these dimensions as well as for
a wider collection of views on these dimensions.
The interview guide has been translated into German, French, Spanish and Slovenian.
Interviews will be carried out in each country by a researcher from the project team.

25/05/2016
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3.1.

Interview guide

[Background information and instructions]
What is the aim of conducting these interviews?
The study on stakeholder acceptance of hydrogen fuel-cell technologies involves conducting
structured individual interviews with a large number of stakeholders to explore their
perspectives on particular hydrogen fuel-cell projects and applications (as designed in WP3).
We are particularly interested in the degree of alignment among stakeholders in a certain
hydrogen project. That is, are all the key stakeholders pulling in the same direction on the
development of Hydrogen Fuel Cell (FCH) technologies, or are there areas where there are
differences of opinion between different types of stakeholder? It is those areas of difference
that need to be identified and resolved if FCHs are to progress. These differences may relate to
technical issues, but more often they do not, rather relating to issues of cost, financing at
different stages of production and installation, perceived public acceptability, target groups,
benefits from the technology and so on.
How to use this document?
The objective of this document is to provide advice to project partners on how to organise and
conduct stakeholder interviews and to standardise this process across countries. This is
necessary to allow for high quality analysis of the data. Furthermore it is supposed to specify
the main topics and specific questions to be covered in the interviews. As a general
recommendation, the interviewer should follow the specific order of topics and questions
listed in the protocol. Depending on the type of participant, the interviewer and the person
being interviewed have the flexibility to cover in-depth specific issues.
How many interviews are to be conducted in each country?
In each country around 35 interviews have to be conducted.
Who are possible interview partners?
The interviews should focus around ongoing and former hydrogen projects. For this, one or
several hydrogen projects are to be selected in each country. The idea is to cover around 3-5
projects through the interviews, i.e. having several interviews per project.
What kind of projects are we looking for?

2



Objective of project: demonstration resp. implementation projects (no sole
research/basic research projects).



Hydrogen Technology: transport (fuel cell hydrogen cars, trains and buses2) and
stationary applications (incl. power-to-Gas, heating, cooling, power plants); projects
e.g. around hydrogen production are less interesting for this issue

http://www.taunus-zeitung.de/lokales/hochtaunus/vordertaunus/Die-Brennstoffzelle-kommt;art48711,1106868
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Project type: Projects should be as near to market stage as possible, e.g.
demonstration projects rather than technology development



Focus: give priority to projects focusing on your country, a specific location in his
country, e.g. national funded projects



Project period: give priority to ongoing projects, followed by past projects - projects
should be as recent as possible
Project developer, technical and
nontechnical project team from
industry, academia

Operators, installers, e.g. person
in charge from housing company

Political actors from the
community if they are engaged

It is the idea to recruit so many stakeholders from one project for the interviews such that a
complete picture of the project resp. of the situation of hydrogen in the country is possible.
The figure above provides an overview over possible interview partners.
Additionally, stakeholders not belonging to any specific projects could be interviewed to
increase the number of participants in the final sample. This should include professionals in
academia, regional agencies, companies, financing organizations and any other organization
that might influence somehow the development of hydrogen applications. Ways of recruiting:


Check your personal contacts



Contacting national hydrogen platforms and ask for contact details of relevant
stakeholders



Research the internet and project platforms



Snowball system: asking already interviewed stakeholders for other potential
interviewees/respondents, e.g. from their project

Institutions/organisations of stakeholders: For example, we might ask industry partners
(suppliers and operators), municipalities, and representatives from respective communities,
administration/politics, public authorities, media, research organizations and interest groups
about their experiences and expectations related to a relevant project and the technology.

25/05/2016
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How do you arrange interviews?
1. At first, the stakeholder is contacted by sending him/her an e-mail. In this e-mail you
inform the (potential) interviewee on the objective of the study and on the interviews
planned (duration, conducted face-to-face/by phone, confidentiality), explain to him or her
why their participation in the study is essential, potential benefits for him/her (results etc.)
and ask him/her on his/her willingness to take part. A template for this will be provided.

2. If he/she is not responding you should phone the (potential) interviewee in order to
encourage him/her to participate in the study, to clarify any open questions and to fix the
time and date of the interview. It is advised to do this about 7-10 days after sending out
the email. It often happens that people simply forget to respond, thus don’t be afraid to
call them.

3. If you won’t find an appointment or the stakeholder refuses participating in oral
interviews, you may propose a written interview to him/her. For this you inform the
(potential) interviewee on the effort required from him and send him the relevant
document to fill in the answers. Please provide a timeframe when to return the document
and remind him/her once or twice (but not more often).

4. Prior to the start of the interview you again explain briefly the aim of the interview,
confidentiality, and recording and documentation process.
Our recommendation is to record the interview. Then it is possible for you to listen
to it again and take down notes later. In this way you can concentrate on the
interview itself while listening and nothing gets lost. If the interview partner is
unsure if he/she wants to agree to a recording of the interview, please explain

25/05/2016

-

that recording is for his/her benefit in terms of accuracy, as it is usually not
possible to take note as extensively as necessary and via the audio record
it is ensured that the information provided will be complete

-

that the audio record will be used for no other purpose than creating an
interview protocol and that it will be deleted as soon as this is completed

-

that anonymity and confidentiality are guaranteed

-

that the interview partner may of course have a look at the interview
protocol

-

that recording is state of the art in scientific projects to ensure data quality
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Do never record the interview if the interview partner does not give his/her
consent. If recording is not possible, take as many notes as possible and
complete them directly after the interview.
Interview documentation
After conducting the interviews we would like to ask you to provide us with an English
summary from the interview. Please use the attached template for this. We also provide an
example for such a summary. Listen to the recording of the interview to do the summary.
Please add some original quotes at important points, verbally transcribing in the original
language what the interview partner has said (please add an English translation for these
quotes).

25/05/2016
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[Start interview]
If the interviewee belongs to a specific project, please start with Q1.

If the interviewee does not belong to any specific project, please start with Q1 or a similar question
and then jump to Q10.

Good morning… Thank-you for giving your time for this interview – it should last about 30 minutes. As
mentioned in our e-mail, we will not attribute anything that you say to you personally, nor to the
organization for which your work.
Project initiation and overview

Objective: To explore the project and the role of the interviewer
Introduction



Q1. How long have you been working in the field of
hydrogen?

About
project



Q2. Can you tell me a little about the project – what is
it trying to achieve? What activities have
been/were/are going to be conducted?



Q3. How did the project come about?

the

25/05/2016

o

Q3.1 Why, what was the main reason for the
project to become reality?

o

Q3.2 Who initiated it, who was supportive in
the early stages, who has shaped its direction?



Q4. What is/was your role in/your relation to the
project? What is the role of your organisation?



Q5. In your view, how is the project going
{proceeding}, in general?
o

Q5.1 What would you say is going well or
perhaps less well?

o

Q5.2 What are the main challenges facing the
project?

o

Q5.3 What is your overall evaluation of the
project?

If not directly working
on the project: How long
have you been involved
with hydrogen projects?
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Role of other
partners



Q6. What kinds of partners were involved in the
project?
o

Q6.1 How many partners were involved?

o

Q6.2 To which institutions do the partners
belong?



Q7. How would you characterise their attitude
towards the technology? And their level of interest
and support towards the technology?



Q8. What influence do you think they will have in the
future, for the technology [that is being demonstrated
or promoted]?

Examples of societal
stakeholders, including:
politicians, the public
and NGOs, regulators
and other public
agencies, financiers,
banks and insurers,
large and small firms

Evaluation of the hydrogen application, acceptance and support

Objective: To understand stakeholders’ evaluation of the technology, their level of acceptance and
support
General
attitude



Q9. Overall, after your participation in the
project, what is your evaluation of the
technology [add the specific application
that the project was about]?

SWOT



Q10. How would you describe the main
strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and
threats facing the technology [that is being
demonstrated or promoted]?

25/05/2016

o

Q10.1 Where do you see the main
opportunities, in terms of those
who may purchase or benefit from
it?

o

Q10.2 What do you see as the main
obstacles to uptake or use of the
technology?

o

Q10.3 What do you see as the main
costs?

Prompts for Q10.2 [Here are some
possible issues, but please let the
interviewees respond first: lack of
access to risk finance for
deployment activities; lack of
technological
maturity;
cost
disadvantages; lack of appropriate
regulations, codes and standards;
lack of public awareness; lack of
awareness and support by
decision-makers and regulators;
competition
from
alternative
technologies; safety concerns).
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Acceptance
and Support

Comparison
with
other
technologies



Q11. Do you think companies should take
this technology seriously?



Q12. Do you think governments should
promote this technology?



Q13. Do you think end-users should invest
in this technology?



Q14. How do you perceive this technology
as compared to alternative technologies?

Example for Q14 [E.g.: which are
the main technological competitors
or the main competing technology?
Do the market prospects depend
critically on regulation and
incentives; will the costs remain
prohibitive…]

Expectations regarding the future adoption of the specific technology/application

Objective: To understand participants’ expectations regarding the development of the specific
technology and hydrogen in general.
Expectations
about
the
future of the
application



Q15. How do you expect the market
to develop for this technology in your
country?

Expectations
about
the
future role of
hydrogen



Q16. How do you perceive the future
adoption of this technology as
compared to other hydrogen fuel-cell
applications?



Q17. To what extent do you think
that Hydrogen Fuel Cell technologies
will have a prominent role in the
future low-carbon energy supply
sector in your country?



Q18. To what extent do you think
Hydrogen Fuel Cell technologies will
have a prominent role in the future
transport sector in your country?

25/05/2016

Example for Q16. [E.g. does the success
of this technology depend on the success
of others? Are these H2-related or not?
Do you envisage any bottle-necks in
terms of material resources, finance,
skills…]
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Recommendations for advancing use of the technology

Objective: To understand what kinds of things or actions should be implemented to foster the adoption
of the technology


Q19. Imagine that it is 2050 and this kind of
hydrogen fuel cell applications is widely
adopted by users. What should have
happened?
o



Q19.1 What things or actions (by
governments or companies) should
have been implemented?

Example for Q19.1 [E.g. what kind of
incentives, regulations, infrastructures
should be put in place? What attitudes
might need changing? How should these
or other changes be made – by whom
and when?]

Q20. Is there anything else related to the topic of this interview that you would like to mention?

[End of interview]
Many thanks for your time. As mentioned before, we will produce a summary report of the views of
stakeholders about these technologies and we will email a pdf of this to each interviewee once it has
been submitted to the European Commission.
Ask for willingness to participate in stakeholder survey or having ideas about who could be a participant
in them? Do you have ideas for other interview partners?
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